
JULIUS AND ETHEL ROSENBERG

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were American citizens, who spied on behalf of the Soviet Union and were tried, convicted,
and executed by the federal government .

The news was received in silence, and members of the crowd, most of them men, maintained a two minutes'
silence for the Rosenbergs. They were executed in  They were executed by the electric chair on June 19,  The
two were frequently regarded as victims of cynical and vindictive officials of the FBI. The funeral services
were held in Brooklyn on June  The couple left behind two young sons, Michael and Robert. Highly
sympathetic portraits of the Rosenbergs were offered in major novels, including E. The crowd stood in silence
until the executions were announced at 1. Greenglass secretly testified before a grand jury in August  That stay
resulted from intervention in the case by Fyke Farmer , a Tennessee lawyer whose efforts had previously been
scorned by the Rosenbergs' attorney, Emanuel Hirsch Bloch. Brokhovich, the engineer who later became
director of Chelyabinsk , the plutonium production reactor and extraction facility that the Soviet Union used to
create its first bomb material, called Khrushchev a "silly fool. His arrest began a chain of investigations, which
ultimately led to the arrest of Julius and Ethel. After she was given the normal course of three electric shocks,
attendants removed the strapping and other equipment only to have doctors determine that Ethel's heart was
still beating. He stated that Julius asked him to help provide secrets about atomic weapons so that Julius could
pass on the information to the USSR. I am convinced that the only conclusion to be drawn from the history of
this case is that the Rosenbergs have received the benefits of every safeguard which American justice can
provide. Throughout the innumerable complications and technicalities of this case no Judge has ever expressed
any doubt that they committed most serious acts of espionage. They were charged with conspiracy and
providing atomic secrets to the USSR. The Rosenbergs both remained defiant as the trial progressed. Julius
and Ethel were both convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage, and in early April , the couple was
sentenced to death. Abandoning that effort, he returned to Mexico City. Others question if the punishment was
just for their crimes. He gave this information to his Soviet handler Alexander Feklisov in late  Judge
Kaufman noted that he held them responsible not only for espionage but also for the deaths of the Korean
War, since the information leaked to the Russians was believed to help them develop the A-bomb and
stimulate Communist aggression in Korea. This suggests that both Greenglasses were enthusiastic recruits into
Soviet espionage, needing no persuasion from either Ethel or Julius Rosenberg.


